
Key Features

Record all activity over the intercom, including in-
bound and out-bound transmissions as well as  
in-cabin conversation.

Playback is instantaneous and user-selected. 
Listen to the prior two seconds or two minutes. 

Store your recording library on your iPhone, iPad, 
or iTunes account.

Key Benefits

• Never miss a vital transmission while in flight

• Immediate replay of ATC calls

• Draw or erase notes or diagrams on the 
scratchpad with your fingertip

• Permanent archive of all flight communications 
for post-flight briefing and training

• Valuable tool for flight training at all levels by 
capturing the intercom communication of 
instructional flights

• Easily register your Lightspeed headset and 
receive timely notices of updates, special offers 
and invitations from Lightspeed

FlightLink App Fact Sheet

First. Again.
Introducing FlightLink, the 
first in-flight cockpit recording 
application for the Apple iPad 
and iPhone. The free FlightLink 
app works seamlessly with 
newer Lightspeed Zulu.2 
headsets to capture and 
retrieve incoming and 
outgoing communications. 
Store multiple flight recordings on your device or 
iTunes account, and enjoy instant playback of Air 
Traffic Control transmissions. On the iPad, draw 
notes on the large scratchpad. Easily toggle from 
other apps to access recordings and notes. 

Draw notes, codes, or diagrams on the convenient 
scratchpad for reference.

FlightLink works seamlessly with newer Lightspeed 
Aviation Zulu.2 headsets. Older Zulu.2 headsets may 
qualify for a factory installed retrofit at a nominal 
fee. For more information on a retrofit, contact 
Lightspeed Customer Care by calling 800.332.2421 
or email service@lightspeedaviation.com.



About Lightspeed Aviation

Lightspeed Aviation is a leading manufacturer of 
premium aviation headsets. Since the first product 
was introduced at the Oshkosh AirVenture in 
1996, the company has established a reputation 
for leading innovation in the aviation headset 
marketplace with a number of  “first to market” 
advances, technologies, and features. This has 
earned Lightspeed an outstanding reputation and 
loyal customer following. 

Additionally, the company creates shared values 
with both employees and customers by generously 
participating in corporate charity matching programs 
and through its funding of the Lightspeed Aviation 
Foundation, which supports growth, awareness, and 
compassion related causes with an aviation focus.

It all starts with Zulu.2

Zulu.2 once again sets the standard by which 
all premium Active Noise Reduction headsets 
are measured. Lightspeed engineers developed 
technology providing focused noise attenuation 
over the most critical frequency ranges. The result is 
a headset with the ultimate performance profile and 
industry-leading total noise cancellation attributes. 

Zulu.2’s innovative Lightcomfort design offers 
exceptional fit, plush ear seals and less side 
pressure, providing a new standard for comfort and 
wearability. Zulu.2 offers greater ANR consistency 
and quieting performance over a deep, broad range 
of low frequency noise. 

Zulu.2’s full-function Bluetooth connectivity 
provides enhanced sound quality for voice, 
Bluetooth-enabled phones, streaming stereo 
music or compatible audio devices. The volume 
of any auxiliary device is automatically lowered 
during radio or intercom transmissions thanks to 
the patent-pending ComPriority function. Adding 
the free FlightLink app ensures you never miss 
important radio communications.

Questions

We are privileged to have the opportunity to 
serve our customers. If you need support or have 
a question about any Lightspeed product, please 
contact us:

Phone: 503.968.3113 
Toll Free: 800.332.2421 
Fax: 503.968.7664

Lightspeed Aviation, Inc. 
6135 Jean Road 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035
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